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Hi {RECIPIENTNAME}, our membership growing rapidly at the moment, which hopefully means thats once again this year will be able
to keep your membership renewal price at just £39.99 again this year!  The cheapest way to get DJ PLI in the WORLD!!  

Our facebook membership has also been going crazy – We now have over 5000 DJs on our facebook group, which means there’s
probably no better place to get the latest DJ news, buy & sell equipment, get help and advice on how to take your show to the next
level, and of course share your experience, stories and pictures with you colleagues. For those who appreciate the benefits of
networking with colleagues, this is also an ideal place to get started!

If you’re not already a member, join up and take advantage of it –

 

So Wedding season is just about with us, so hopefully your diary is filling up rapidly. Do remember that your own page on our
listings is easy to edit and update, so make an effort to make it attractive to potential clients who browse our site, and of course if
they like what you’ve shown them, they can contact you direct or click straight through to your own website!

This is our first year providing an affordable method of getting DJ PLI in the Republic Of Ireland, meaning all Irish DJs can now benefit
from £10m of insurance cover at the best possible price. To back this up we are heading to Dublin later this month for an open day
and to meet some of our Irish members, which we are really looking forward to, along with our friends from FBT & ADJ. Full details
are below…

March was a very busy month in the Mobile DJ world, the pro-mobile conference, the Coalville speaker event and of course, The
IntaSound open night which MDJN were supporting. More on that event later in this newsletter. 

We have lots of plans to be out and about this year, meeting old and new faces, supporting our friendly retailers and manufacturers
and even holding some of our own shows. You’ll hear the latest news on our facebook group of course, just search for Mobile DJ
Network and select the one with over 5000 members and of course we will also keep you posted in our monthly newsletters!

Yet another regular feature debut’s this month, from Kevin at STLS who talks about something we all have to deal with, or get
someone else to at some time in our career – Repairs

On to the newsletter then, we have some great articles, features and bargains again for you this month, hope you enjoy it! 

Pete

 

MDJN Out & About
By Robert Griffiths

April will see the MDJN crew out and about and having fun with an informal karaoke get together at a venue called The Armchair
which is in Hoylake Road, Moreton, Wirral, CH46 9PD. The event is on the 5th of April. It promises to be a great night, with some
good singing and some bad, plenty of beer and food, and generally a night to socialise and have fun.

MDJN are pleased to announce our first meet up in Ireland on the 24th of April at The Abberley, Belgard Road, High Street, Tallaght
Town Centre Dublin 24. 

MDJN, DJBox, FBT, ADJ and more all in one place to show kit and see how we can help. A great opportunity for like minded people to
get together, have a chat and get your hands on and review some new equipment… We have negotiated an overnight rate of only
€45 per person if you fancy staying

It kicks off at 8pm until late, so we look forward to seeing you there!!

 U a

https://www.facebook.com/groups/mobiledjnetwork/?fref=ts
https://mobiledjnetwork.co.uk/


Big Apple in Big April!! Finally, to top off our busy April we are off To New York!! As our membership now extends to the USA we are
taking the opportunity to host a show in the Big Apple. 1st on our agenda will be some sight seeing, then meeting lots of our
American colleagues on their home turf. Ideally this would have been at the beginning of the month, but due to staff holidays has
had to be rescheduled to the 29th 

 

Intasound Open Night 
By Robert Griffiths

On
the
5th
of

March the MDJN team went to IntaSound store at 70 Narborough Rd, Leicester LE3 0BR. We met many great people and members of
MDJN and on show was the very rare white Vertus speakers from FBT and the amazing controller the NS7 mk2 and some awesome
Chauvet lighting too.The guys at IntaSound Really look after their customers, as a former retail manager myself it was really
refreshing to see past customers who popped in for a chat and to browse with no pressure, folk who were glowing with praise for
the excellent service they have received from IntaSound, and very keen prices too!

They have their own engineer too, so service and repair is high on their agenda as is the whole customer experience.

I also must say a massive thanks to Alex and Lloyd and the team at IntaSound, they truly made the MDJN team very welcome indeed,
they really are lovely nice people to get along with, and who are passionate about the industry and really care about customers the
staff are all incredibly helpful too.

The store is an Aladdin’s cave of treats, so many stores are just full of controllers and Active speakers , IntaSound does not let you
down in that department but also has a vast array of microphones , live PA mixers , passive speakers, lasers , moving heads, amps
,and second hand bargains too as they also do part exchange! As we say in the North West …”A proper shop!”

Jason Clark even bought a set of Maraca’s! The product ranges they stock in a relatively small space are phenomenal.



FBT’s Mark Parkhouse was there to show his amazing range of speakers the Vertus as always getting great praise; I was also
personally impressed with a combo of FBT that was set up in the store comprising of 2 x FBT J12A’s which are 12″ active mid/tops
and 1 x FBT SUBLine 12SA which is a compact 12″ Sub which came in at around £1500… The sound for such a tiny package was very
impressive indeed Ideal light weight small package with a lovely sound for the price. Mark is very shy as we all know, and was failing
trying to hide behind a Vertus…

  

Richard Ward from Numark came bouncing in full of energy and
goodies for the open night,

his NS7 MK2 was the controller getting the most interest with its
rotating vinyl platters,

attendees were queuing up to have a go on this stunning controller.

Rob Moore from Chauvet was there with a whole arsenal of lighting
which made the front of the showroom come alive with explosions of
colour, the new COB LED fixtures were very bright and smooth at the
same time and the cute small moving heads ideal for mobile DJs were
whizzing to robotic precision.

Hopefully this will be an annual event as I had such a great time at Intasound

Thanks Guys!!



Intasound Music Ltd

70 Narborough Road

Leicester.

LE3 0BR.

http://www.intasound-music.co.uk

Email: intasoundmusic@googlemail.com

Tel: 0116 254 5456

Fax: 0116 2336687

 

Dan’s Tech Corner
By Daniel  Jones (AKA Bridget)

Digital clipping, it’s a menace and also completely misunderstood. However, hopefully by the time you have read this article you
should know what digital audio is and how it works.

So what is digital audio?

Just as a digital photo is a digital representation of an image, so is digital audio. Digital audio is governed by 2 laws; bit rate and
sample depth

Sample rate: The best way to think about sample rate is like a film camera working at 24fps, a CD works at 44,100 sample rate, this
means that every second it is recording or playing at 44,100 times a second to give an accurate description of a sound wave.

Bit depth: This is used to express the amplitude of the wave form CD is at 16 bit each bit has a value of 1 or 0 (binary) this gives the
amplitude definition. Now this has been stolen from Wikipedia however it explains it perfectly:

A PCM signal is a sequence of digital audio samples containing the data providing the necessary information to reconstruct the
original analog signal. Each sample represents the amplitude of the signal at a specific point in time, and the samples are uniformly
spaced in time. The amplitude is the only information explicitly stored in the sample, and it is typically stored as either an integer or
a floating point number, encoded as a binary number with a fixed number of digits: the sample’s bit depth.

The resolution of binary integers increases exponentially as the word length increases. Adding one bit doubles the resolution,
adding two quadruples it and so on. The number of possible values that can be represented by an integer bit depth can be
calculated by using 2n, where n is the bit depth. Thus, a 16-bit system has a resolution of 65,536 (216) possible values.

The max volume of any digital system is 0db, a 24 bit system will have a larger value and thus a louder 0db compared to a 16bit
system. Anything below 0db is counted as a minus value i.e. -4db. This is why digital controllers operate at 24bit to give you an extra
headroom space when DJ’ing.

So now we know the theory what is clipping? Below are 2 tracks which have been imported into pro tools:

http://www.intasound-music.co.uk/
mailto:intasoundmusic@googlemail.com


The top waveform is One Day by Kodaline taken from their album in a perfect World CD, the bottom smaller one is Fleetwood mac
Dreams taken from their Rumours Anniversary album CD.

Straight away hopefully you can see a problem with the 1st (top) track, the waveform vanishes. Now this is an extreme zoom in on
the actual waveform. However that waveform at the top is actually going along the 0db line as states the laws of digital audio. This is
the problem with digital audio, it has nowhere to go, and the waveform has reached its maximum amplitude.

Can we repair this by turning it down?

In short no, turning this down will effectively just shrink the waveform so it will still be a square but at say -3db rather than 0.

Is there software to fix this?

Yes but no but. Since we don’t know the true value of the circle (waveform) we and the software can only guess and that is just not
good enough.

So what do we do?

In short until the loudness war is over, put up with the clipping, if you’re recording then be careful and check your levels. As for
damage to your system this is debatable, the waveform above is 0.002 seconds long and the result of a master limiter set at 0db (I
usually set mine when recording to -0.5 to give that headspace and avoid clipping). As long as you set your mixer and speakers right
this won’t break your speakers.

Mobile DJ Network Guest Mix
by Alan “JohnnyH” Howard

 

This Month’s guest mix is from Alan ‘Johnnyh’ Howard and is a quality 90’s mix featuring classics such as the Power – by Snap to
Anthem by N-Joi

You can hear this great mix here –  h"p://i.mixcloud.com/CG7kaW

Featured Member of the Month – Tilly Thomas
(if you would like to be featured, drop us an email)

1. What is your real name and your DJ show name and what made you choose that DJ/show name?

Robert Antony Thomas (Tilly) Nite Flite mobile disco it bared close resemblance to the shop I worked in Nite Life Light and Sound.

2. How long have you been a DJ?

It will be 31 years this year (pretty much without a break)

3. What inspired you to become a DJ?

The Love of entertaining

4. Are you a Full/Part Time DJ entertainer? If you are part time what else do you do?

http://i.mixcloud.com/CG7kaW


Full Time

5. What is your favourite type of event or function now? E.g. wedding, 18th Birthday party, etc?

My favourite type of function is Weddings and Children’s parties (or onstage compere work) holiday camps etc., enjoy them all

6. What’s the worst or most embarrassing thing you’ve done in front of an audience?

I fell off a stage whilst doing a dance

7. If you could go back to the beginning of your DJ career and do it all again, is there anything that you would do differently?
(e.g.: The gear that you bought, the way you promoted/advertised yourself?)

Not really, I am happy as it went.

8. What do you feel is your unique selling point the thing or things that you offer the public that convinces them to book
you rather than “the next man /woman “?

I would say my willingness to go that extra mile for them whatever the occasion.

9. Have you ever bought something no matter how big or small for your show that you wish you hadn’t, and why?

Yes the Martin efx600 (overrated)

 

10. If you could get someone to invent a new piece of disco equipment just for you, what would it be and why?

I would like them to invent Wireless electricity (easy that one).

11. What has been the worst equipment failure suffered during a gig?

I once had a CD player lock up totally (back up luckily came out of the van fast)

12. What do you think is the best thing about being a DJ?

I love meeting people from all walks of life.

13. What do you think is the worst thing about being a DJ?

Late nights sometimes (yawn).

14. What would make you stop DJ’ing (if anything)?

I would struggle if died I think.

15. How do you think DJ’ing (and DJ VDJ and all related) will change in the next few years?

I think that L.E.D’s are just going to get better; I also think the market will be flooded with cheaper DJ’s too

16. What is the strangest, silliest or gobsmacking thing anyone’s ever said to you at a gig?

Are you the DJ? (When I was stood with headphones on and a C.D in my hand)

17. What is the best advice you were ever given by a fellow DJ and what is the worst?



That track always works….. And don’t play that it never works.

18. Name three songs that 90% of the time will fill the dance floor for you!

Dancing queen, I don’t feel like dancing, Celebration

19. What one piece of advice would you give to someone who is just starting out?

Ummmmm good luck it can be hell out there!

20. Have you embraced or adapted any ideas that you have read about on Mobile DJ Network – If so what?

Truss plinths (making my own)

21. What is your best gig ever and what was your worst?

A training camp with about 750 18 year olds….. And the worst gig was one which I was packing down in the rain in a marquee when
the generator packed up and having to carry the gear half a mile along a cliff top in the pitch black.

22. Apart from ‘Word of Mouth’ what is your main and more importantly most successful form of advertising your disco
services?

I would say probably my Facebook business page.

23. How far do you travel from your base to perform as a DJ?

Maximum 70 miles….. It’s tough to get out of Cornwall

24. What is the largest audience you’ve performed in front of and what is the smallest?

2000 at a charity event……. 6 at an 18th party

25. What other services do you provide (if any) on top of being a DJ (e.g. Photography, chair covers service, Dance floors, up
lighting MC, etc.?)

Up lighting, compere work, dance floors if needed.

Website Tips
By Rob Fisher

Every month Rob, both a DJ and a member of MDJN Facebook group, will be giving you helpful information to improve your website.

The Basics to SEO – A Guide to Website Optimisation

What is SEO?

When creating a new website or maintaining an existing one, Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) is an essential tool which needs to
be taken into consideration. SEO can promote your website so that it is clearly visible either to encourage new viewers or promote
sales.

Of course everyone wants to maximise the amount of traffic going to their website, but how can this be achieved and how can SEO
be used to promote your profits?

When designing a website, two principles need to be considered in order to achieve SEO:-



• How can a great user experience be achieved?

• How can the website convey to the search engines that it is a quality site?

If both of these are achieved, the search engines will recommend the website and it will appear high up on the “rankings”. Having
positive reviews from customers can also improve the website ranking.

SEO is sometimes considered to be a black art and in the past people have looked for ways to “cheat” the search engines. However,
just as a shop on the high street may build a following due to quality and reputation, SEO is equally critical to promote your web
presence.

Although SEO can be broken down to individual components it is the overall composition of the website which is analysed by the
search engines judge using complicated algorithms in order to achieve the ranking position.

How to achieve a high ranking website

The role of the search engines is to refer viewers to websites with content which is most relevant to their needs. How is this
determined?

The search engines check for several factors such as:

Speed and ease of use

• Do all the links work correctly?

• How fast is the site?

After all it is extremely frustrating to find broken links or be waiting for the website to “catch up” with itself. Nobody likes queuing in
a shop and this applies equally to online shopping.

Content and clear navigation

This is determined by the text and titles used with a website.

Validity

If your website is cited or linked on other websites or the content cites other authoritative websites this will give it validity. If a
website appears to be the “expert” in a given field then the search engines will rank it highly, so it is important that content is well
thought out and professional.

An overuse of keywords (keyword stuffing) will have a negative effect on the ranking. Likewise purchased links and an overuse of
adverts will be detrimental to the website.

Viewer experience

Technical issues such as speed and ease of navigation can improve the viewer experience but clear layouts and interesting content
are equally important. Websites are increasingly using blogs and social media to attract and retain viewers. After all it is
comparatively easy to attract viewers, but achieving sales, customer loyalty and brand identity is the desired result.

Increased viewer interaction whether by purchasing transactions, forums or reviews indicates that the site is active and can assist in
promoting it to the search engines.

Creating a brand identity

When designing a website it is important to consider what you would like to achieve from it. Do you want to maximise sales,
promote a specific range, or simply use it as a marketing tool? Having decided on the fundamentals it should then be possible to
create a strategy in order to achieve the desired outcome.

The increasing use of mobile technology and multi-media such as Twitter, Facebook and Pinterest can ensure that news travels fast.
A good review can be worldwide within a matter of minutes, but a bad review or sloppy content can equally spread like wildfire.

Facebook and Twitter provide excellent communication platforms and can be used to create a sense of belonging. Members of the
club may benefit from newsletters information, flash sales or advance notice of new arrivals.

All of this is a form of SEO and helps to promote the website ranking, and sales. A clear and consistent communication strategy is
essential to this. The language should be appropriate for the target audience and keyword phrases should be consistent within
these platforms. Equally domain names should be consistent and easy to search for. The use of keywords which describe your
business in the domain can also help to promote the website.

Websites as business intelligence

Although websites are frequently considered to be a marketing tool, they can equally be used to gain invaluable information about
products and the market place. Feedback from viewers can provide guidance as to where there are gaps in the market place or
where products and services need to be adjusted. Being aware of the market place and the latest consumer trends is crucial for any
successful business, particularly those who do not have a high street presence.



SEO for mobile technology

Websites can now be viewed from a wide variety of media and it is important to consider the viewer experience in each case. The
use of podcasts and promotional videos can do wonders to increase a website’s ranking.

Equally the non-text content should be optimized for the benefit of the search engines. If Flash or PDF’s are used, ensure that best
practice is maintained. The search engines will recognise this and reward the site with a higher ranking.

Does Meta Data affect SEO?

All content on the website should have both Meta descriptions and title tags. Whilst the title tags are not visible to the viewers, the
HTML code which creates them is used by the search engines to categorise the website. If the search engine’s find a description
which is inaccurate or badly written it will reclassify it and this can have a negative impact on the rankings. All Meta descriptions
should be unique and duplication should be avoided.

Meta keywords are becoming less important but nevertheless need to be formatted correctly.

The art of SEO

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is not a mysterious skill which can only be acquired by a select few. Concentrate on creating a
greater viewer/consumer experience, a consistent and well thought out website with interesting content and you will be well on your
way to achieving SEO.

We can help

Vaccoda Design are able to help you with any of your SEO or Social Media questions or even your website design and branding,
which all contribute to the overall success of your website and your online brand awareness. Call us on 020 8776 0400 or get in
touch with us for more information.

Web: www.vaccodadesign.com

Email: rob@vaccoda.com

Twitter: @vaccodadesign

Facebook: Vaccoda

LinkedIn: Vaccoda Design LinkedIn

Google+ Vaccoda Design Google+

Pinterest Vaccoda Design Pinterest

Competition Time
Paul Comber of Pro IEC has kindly sent MDJN some connectors for us to test. Mobile DJ Network Chief tester and reviewer, Robert
Griffiths compares 3 different IEC plugs and shows you the real differences, and expains why the cheap ones won’t really do the job
we ask of them  – See the video of our review 

http://youtu.be/oPJAjlVciwk

Pro IEC also have kindly donated a prize of £30 worth of custom cables from their website and made to your order by simply
answering this simple question…

What does IEC stand for?

Please email your answer with your name and address with the subject “April 2014 competition” to robert@mobiledjnetwork.co.uk

The draw will be closed on the 20th of April and the winner informed via email.

http://www.vaccodadesign.com/
http://youtu.be/oPJAjlVciwk
http://youtu.be/oPJAjlVciwk


ProIEC & Kent PAT Testing

T/A Paul Comber

9 Taylor Road,

Snodland,

Kent,

ME6 5HH

www.kentpattesting.com

Tel:01634 564130

Email: info@kentpattesting.com

Twitter @kentpattesting

Facebook www.facebook.com/kentpattesting

Product News and offers
Derek Pengelly & Alan Marshall Discount Offer

Derek Pengelly is a full time professional Mobile DJ & Master of Ceremonies who has over thirty
years’ experience of all kinds of mobile DJ work and is an Established, leading wedding DJ
specialist commanding fees often three or four times above the local average. He is teaming up
with Alan Marshall, a full time Master of Ceremonies and Wedding DJ with over 25 years’
experience for an exciting new evening tour.

They have kindly offered a special discount code off their new evening presentation called “An
Evening with Alan Marshall & Derek Pengelly Advice for any DJ seeking to work corporate
events and weddings!”

If members quote MDJN as the promo code at time of booking the code gives £5 off the £40 price.

For more details see this link

http://www.eventbrite.com/o/derek-pengelly-1320953397?ref=eofblike

This is the format for – An Evening with Alan Marshall & Derek Pengelly

Advice for any DJ seeking to work corporate events and weddings!

Three 40 minute seminars with 20 minute question & answer sessions

19.30 Seminar One – Derek Pengelly – The Mobile DJ Marketplace

We take a look at the state of the market. What is stopping us earning what we deserve and how can you best identify your clients.
How can we target our ideal customers and what do we have to do to stand out from the competition.

20.45 Seminar Two – Alan Marshall – At The Meeting

Hints, tips and proven methods to help you get the most from your customer meetings. Learn how Alan conducts his meetings and
how he sells his “Difference” based on his client’s needs. How would you like to earn twice or three times your local average fee. Join

http://www.kentpattesting.com/
http://www.eventbrite.com/o/derek-pengelly-1320953397?ref=eofblike


Alan to see how he unlocks the cash and still delivers exceptional value to his customers.

22.00 Seminar Three – Derek & Alan – Introductions, get the focus and use it.

In this seminar Alan & Derek share methods which will help you make that first announcement on the microphone. Many DJs think
they are good at this. Good is the enemy of GREAT. Learn how to make GREAT announcements and Introductions following a tried
and tested formula which works every time.

23.00 Open networking and personal questions to your hosts.

23.30 finish

* Tea / Coffee / Light refreshments subject to availability

Deckbooks

What an amazing offer from DeckBooks we have for you The MDJN
discount works out at 35% off yearly subscriptions!! This brings the
price to only £104.00 per year.

To claim this discount all you have to do is register for a trial of
DeckBooks, then send an e-mail with your MDJN number to
accounts@deckbooks.co.uk, The helpful team at DeckBooks will
contact you to validate and then they will activate the discount for you.

 www.deckbooks.co.uk

UDMDJ

The MDJN team called up Neil from UDMDJ and asked for him to give our members some great offers, this was his reply “This edition
we are offering 5% off all American DJ Lighting and audio products when you spend over £50. You can claim the discount by simply
entering MDJNAPRADJ when checking out or ordering in store or over the phone.”

Neil has a new Loyalty points system too “If you register for an account online before you check out, you can start collecting udmDJ
loyalty points to redeem on your future purchases. Please also leave a review of your product/s on the reviews tab to let everyone
know what you think about the product”

We featured Neil and his store in the February edition of the newsletter, a lovely store with great demo facilities and a wide range of
products for the Mobile DJ.

 

Udmdj

http://www.deckbooks.co.uk/


Unit B, Woodside Industrial Estate

Brewery Road

Hoddesdon,

Herts

EN11 8HF

http://www.udmdj.co.uk/

Tel: 01992 462219

UKBride

UKBride have been running for over 8 years, and have been in the wedding industry for over 18 years. They currently have just over
417,000 members to date, (100,000 brides-to-be) of which over 90% are female, and their data is over 95% accurate. 

Useful Statistic’s:

– Ranked the Number 1 Wedding Website in the UK

– Have the largest database of brides-to-be in the UK

– Over 1,500,000 unique visitors to the site per year! That’s an average of 125,000 per month!

– Over 3,000,000 pages on our website

– Over 417,000 members on our site

– Over 67,000 fans on Facebook and 16,000 followers on Twitter

UKBride are offering our fully paid members a unique deal

A. – 25 mile radius online package including unlimited quote requests & all interaction buttons with 25 leads per month including
email addresses – Normally £498+vat.

If members take out the package quoting MDJN and member ID and add the UKBride link to the homepage of their website then you
get over 40% discount at just £200+vat for the whole year!

B. – 50 mile radius online package including unlimited quote requests & all interaction buttons with 50 leads per month including
email addresses – rate price £798+vat.

If the member takes out this package quoting MDJN and member ID and add the UKBride link to the homepage of their website,
then you get a whopping 50% discount at just £399+vat for the whole year!

These represent HUGE savings, so if you’re serious about marketing directly to Brides to be, then this could be perfect for you!

 Take a look at the UKBride website for more details – www.ukbride.co.uk

Along with your facebook link, we can add your UKBride link to your listing on our site if you wish, just like this –

WestenedDJ

http://www.udmdj.co.uk/
http://www.ukbride.co.uk/wedding-ideas/wedding-dresses
http://www.ukbride.co.uk/


Crane Stand pro laptop stand for £99. RRP £129

Code: MDJNAPRCRANE just enter this special codes at checkout to get the discount

http://www.westenddj.co.uk/Product/CRANE/DJ_Equipment/CRANE-STAND-PRO/

The Crane Stand is fully adjustable and can be used with many different DJ devices such as CDJ’s, keyboards, MIDI devices, projectors
and laptops. Constructed from high-grade aluminium, the Crane Stand folds to approximately 1 inch thick, making it lightweight and
portable for traveling. With no assembly or loose parts to misplace, the Crane Stand is a useful tool for the performer on the go.

Skeleton cases, all 10% off

http://www.westenddj.co.uk/KeySearch/Skeleton%20cases/

Code : MDJNAPRSKEL Just enter this special codes at checkout to get the discount

The high-density full-flight pickfoam is customisable, allowing you to mould your casing around your equipment – offering you
maximum protection and variation.

WestendDJ

970 North Circular Road,

London,

NW2 7JR

http://www.westenddj.co.uk/

Email: info@westenddj.co.uk

Tel: 020 7637 3293

 

 

DJ Dealer

This month not just content with doing a whole web page of Hidden deals for MDJN members (see link http://bit.ly/1cAMxrN) they
also have some

SUPER SPECIAL OFFERS

4x Mega TriPar with bag – £250 – http://bit.ly/Oo3L0y

2x InnoColour Beam Quad 7 – £999 – http://bit.ly/1lZ90So 

2x InnoSpot LED – £800 – http://bit.ly/1euKwZC

http://www.westenddj.co.uk/
http://bit.ly/Oo3L0y
http://bit.ly/1lZ90So
http://bit.ly/1euKwZC


PR Pro Stage Zoom – 15°~30° – £349 – http://bit.ly/1kO7Toz

PR Pro Stage Zoom – 25°~50 – £299 – http://bit.ly/PwiuaT

New Prices on the KAM Laser range – (STOCK DEPENDANT)- http://bit.ly/1cTMMi2

DJ Dealer are also taking pre-orders for the new ADJ lighting range – just a small deposit per product and discounts for multiple
buys, this includes:

– InnoSpot Range – InnoSpot Pocket, InnoSpot, InnoSpot Pro, InnoSpot Elite

– New Pars – Ultra Hex Par 3 & Ultra Go Par 7X

– Ultra Bars – ULTRA BAR 6 & 9 Also are IN STOCK NOW!

DJ dealer are also planning a show night on Monday 28th April from 7pm until late –
 https://www.facebook.com/events/585466028216131/?fref=ts

 

DJ Dealer

Unit 10 Laker Road,

Rochester,

Kent,

ME13QX

http://www.djdealer.co.uk/

Tel: 01634 661504

needadisco

needadisco have been great supporters of MDJN and its members for some time now

If you’re looking to increase your client enquiries, then check out their website, and once you’ve decided to go ahead (we think you
probably will!) then you’ll be pleased to know you get an extended membership period as a MDJN member

You also get great discounts off their assorted add-on services! There are also some additional offers for our DJ colleagues in Ireland
too!!

www.needadisco.com

Do	have	a	look	at	what	our	suppor6ng	retailers	are	offering,	they	have	some	great	deals	for	you,	and	we	hope	they	will	con6nue	to	bring
you	more	every	month!

http://bit.ly/1kO7Toz
http://bit.ly/PwiuaT
http://bit.ly/1cTMMi2
https://www.facebook.com/events/585466028216131/?fref=ts
http://www.djdealer.co.uk/
http://www.needadisco.com/


Your Membership
Just to keep you posted {RECIPIENTNAME}, your membership expires on {EXPIRY}

You can renew up to 10 days before it expires, and wont lose any time or money, as 365 days will be added to your existing
membership period

Thanks for choosing Mobile DJ Network, we know you have a choice!

We hope you are happy with our service, but you can always let us know if you aren’t, by emailing us – admin @
MobileDJNetwork.co.uk

To infinity, and BEYOND!
Another packed newsletter for you this month, I hope you enjoyed it, and found something of interest.  Thanks to all our
contributers and retailers and we wish you a happy April 1st, which by the way means that the mention of the USA show was
actually an April Fools… But of course you spotted that…. didn’t you ?

You never know, maybe next year MDJN WILL be in the United States…

Until next month, stay busy, stay insured and stay safe !

Pete & the Team
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